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			The need for every professional to have a solid presence on the Internet is more important than ever before. Having a presence beyond an email account, such as a custom web page or web application, usually requires a clumsy assortment of outside services or hiring a dedicated administrator. Thus it is more sensible for the average professional to become adept at managing their own private server. 

		
			In Set Up and Manage Your Virtual Private Server, author Jon Westfall expertly designs interesting, understandable lessons for professionals such as teachers, doctors, lawyers, and more to deploy their own virtual private server. He walks you through choosing the right service and customizing it for your specific business or personal needs, and does this with great ease while instilling invaluable knowledge.  Basics such as setting up users, managing security and firewalls, installing and updating software, and troubleshooting by reviewing log files, backing up data, and so much more.

		
			Set Up and Manage Your Virtual Private Server equips you with the power of knowledge to set your web presence apart from the rest. You now have complete control over your virtual brand that is your own?separate from any employer or affiliate. Your career mobility is in your hands with the ability to run your own private server at your fingertips. The digital era centers this technical literacy and independence as a critical skillset.

	

	
		What You Will Learn

	
		
				
					Understand basic server terminology and the way servers operate and are networked together
	
					See how software is used on a server and its role (for example, Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP, and so on)
	
					Get comfortable with the basic command-line operation of a virtual private server to set up users, manage security and firewalls, install software, update software, and troubleshoot by reviewing log files
	
					Store and back up important information
	
					Identify, analyze, and deploy open-source software products that can enhance productivity


		

		


		
			Who This Book Is For

		


		
			
				Non-tech professionals, individuals who have an established professional career, looking to understand more about how to set up and manage a private server.
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You Be the Judge: 20 True Crimes and Cases to SolveSphinx Publishing, 2008

	"This lively, original book is likely to be a milestone in America's ongoing fascination with the drama of trials and justice."

	- Fred Graham, former chief anchor Court TV


	Have you ever had the chance to decide the fate of another person? What would you do? In the real-life cases presented to you in this book,...
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Machine Learning and Data Mining in Aerospace Technology (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2019

	
		
			This book explores the main concepts, algorithms, and techniques of Machine Learning and data mining for aerospace technology. Satellites are the ‘eagle eyes’ that allow us to view massive areas of the Earth simultaneously, and can gather more data, more quickly, than tools on the ground. Consequently, the...
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Risk, Complexity and ICTEdward Elgar Publishing, 2007
This book explores the challenges   regarding risks and risk management related to the growing complexity of   ICT solutions. 

The main argument of the book is that the complexity   of ICT solutions has continued to grow throughout the history of ICT, and   that it has now reached a level that goes beyond our current understanding   of...
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ASP.NET 3.5: A Beginner's GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2008
What distinguishes the web hobbyist from the professional developer is the ability to store and retrieve data from a server over the Internet. Some readers may have made that step with PHP or Perl, and for them the journey has already begun. For others, ASP.NET 3.5 is just the next step in the growth and development of ASP.NET. For them, much will...
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Microsoft Manual of Style (4th Edition)Microsoft Press, 2012

	Innovations in technology require great minds. Yet how many of those innovations

	would be lost on those they were created for without the dedication of writers and

	editors who are committed to ensuring their success? At Microsoft we are privileged to

	work every day with brilliant engineers who build amazing products for our...
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A History of Interest Rates, Fourth Edition (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
A History of  INTEREST RATES     

The late Sidney Homer published the First Edition of A History of Interest Rates in 1963 because he believed that a comprehensive history of this universal and basic economic and commercial price was necessary. Now in its Fourth Edition, A History of Interest Rates has become a classic in the fields of...
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